The f act is that these three conditions are equivalent. 
Assume that That the right-hand-side of (9. As a minor consequence, we see that (for large X) 03BB03BB1 = 1 , , so that 03C3~ =00 almost surely.
A more significant consequence of ( 11) The point is that the perturbation Q ~ Q = Q + V will be justified by criteria which depend on V only via the function v. . See Lemma 3. . We must construct a chain X which will settle Theorem 2 for Q and also allow the Q -~ Q perturbation. As We are forced to relabel I, , and this will involve us in some heavy notation.
The new labelling will be obtained by making a very slight perturbation of the old labelling.
For the time being, we shall use 'stars' to differentiate between the labellings, but when the new labelling is firmly established the stars will be dropped.
From now on, you should f rom time to time glance at Figure 1 . .
The labelling
in Figure 1 is the new labelling. (Thus *(i*) = (*i)* = i.) When a function is 'starred', it is to be understood that its argument is to be interpreted in the new labelling.
Let Q* and v~ be the descriptions of Q and v in the new labelling so that Q*(i,j) = Q(~i~~j)~ v~(i) -v(*i).
We must be careful however because sensible usage leads to p*(i,j) = p(i,j); 
